MetaliK Window Perf

Why choose KernowJet MetaliK® Window Perf?
®
KernowJet® Metalik® Window Perf is a unique
decoration film offering a new way to enhance the
visibility of your communication on glass. This selfadhesive metallic material is a perforated, PVC free
film with the metallic effect on both sides, making it ideal for glass displays. The chosen perforation
of 30% open area allows excellent shine and visibility of your design. It is available in the same Silver,
Gold and Rose Gold colors that we offer for our traditional non-perforated KernowJet MetaliK.

The perfect combination of MetaliK shine & light transmission
Do you want to give your windows a real and impressive metallic
shine, but without completely losing the light transmission to
the inside? Do you also want to enjoy the same metallic effect
from the inside? This is exactly what you will achieve with
KernowJet Metalik Window Perf.
Once applied, people passing by will see a full metallic window
printed with your message or design. Make the text big enough
and it will be perfectly readable, despite perforation. Not
grabbing people’s attention will be close to impossible!
Grab people’s attention with KernowJet MetaliK Window Perf!
Instead of adding lettering or a logo to your window you can now weed out your lettering or logo and
create a ‘negative image’. From the front side you’ll see through the cuts or have a blackish effect
depending on light. This provides you with new creative ways to enhance your brand and message.
Combine Cuts and Prints to make the most out of
MetaliK Window Perf
Developing a design which combines a print with the
transparency of negative texts or logos and the light
transmission through the perforation will offer endless
possibilities to give maximum power to your message,
enhanced further by our beautiful metallic finish.
Decoration film or One Way Vision film?
Unlike standard one way vision film; KernowJet Metalik Window Perf does not have a black rear side,
so you don’t have the same see-through effect. It will certainly let the light through and you will be
able to see through it, but you won’t have the ‘no-film’ effect of a film with a black rear-side. MetaliK
Window Perf is aimed at creating a highly impactful promotional space with a strong shine to grab
people’s attention.

Products
Thickness

Product

microns (mils)

Width
mm

Length

Adhesive

30m

Removable
XN/25mm

meters

after 24hrs

Printability

Matching color on both sides

075PCGO

Silver
Gold

075PCRG

Rose Gold

075PCSI

Face 55µ (2.2)
1372mm
Total 233µ (9.2)

Latex

UV

Solvent
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